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e2gen and SWIFT’s global payments innovation (gpi) 

initiative 

What is SWIFT gpi? 
SWIFT gpi enables banks to provide end-to-end payments tracking. SWIFT has developed a Tracker 

database ‘in the cloud’ securely hosted at SWIFT, to give end-to-end visibility on the status of a 

payment transaction from the moment it is sent until it is confirmed. SWIFT gpi banks are able to log 

in to the Tracker to instantly check the status of the payments they have sent, those in progress and 

those that have been received. They can even improve their liquidity management by having 

visibility on initiated payments that are already on their way. The Tracker can be updated by FIN 

message or via API. It can be accessed via a graphic user interface (GUI) and also via API calls to allow 

the service to be embedded in other back-office systems. 
SWIFT gpi messages will contain a Unique End to End Transaction Reference (UETR) used for 

tracking. This is held in a new field (121) in the user header block.  This UETR will either have to be 

passed on to subsequent payment messages otherwise a new UETR should be generated within the 

user header block. 

With the annual SWIFT  Standards changes due to take effect 18th November 2018, SWIFT are 

introducing the mandatory use of gpi information in certain message types (MT103, MT103STP, 

MT103REMIT, MT202, MT205, MT202COV, and MT205COV). 

gpi will affect all SWIFT customers 
SWIFT states that all members must be able to receive SWIFT messages containing gpi information 

and this information must be viewable in the back office application. 

It is furthermore required that outgoing SWIFT messages, where applicable, must contain gpi 

information. However, it is stipulated by SWIFT that if the back office application is not able to 

generate and format gpi information, then the certified SWIFT Interface (for example SWIFT 

Alliance) must generate and insert the appropriate gpi information before the message is being 

transmitted: 
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Aqua Global’s annual SWIFT Standards package for 2018 will enable customers to receive and view 

messages with gpi information. 

However, just to be able to receive and view the gpi information will not add any value to the 

business.  

So to that end Aqua Global is offering a new e2gen SWIFT gpi module that will enable users to 

harness the full power of SWIFT ’s gpi initiative. 

Aqua Global will offer two versions of the e2gen SWIFT gpi module: 

 e2gen SWIFT  gpi module – Standard Edition 

 e2gen SWIFT  gpi module – Members Edition 

 
The e2gen SWIFT gpi module – Standard, is designed for users who are NOT SWIFT gpi 

members, but who wants to harness the power of gpi. 

This module will have the following features: 

 Incoming SWIFT messages will be scanned for gpi information 

 gpi information will be extracted into a queryable database file 

 gpi information will be visible in all the Message Management components in e2gen 

 The Message Search facility will be enabled to search for gpi references (UETR) 

 Outward SWIFT messages will automatically be formatted with gpi information (applicable 

message types will be configurable to future prove the module) 

 Outward SWIFT messages will automatically adopt the UETR from an incoming gpi message 

when processing intermediary payments 

 gpi information applied to outward messages will be extracted into a queryable database file 

 Clustered messages created in a Cover scenario will be stamped with the same UETR 

information 

 e2gen provides an industry standard api, compliant with version 4 of standard RFC4122, to 

generate UETR information as required by SWIFT  

The e2gen SWIFT gpi module – Members Edition, is designed for customers who are 

SWIFT gpi members and who need to comply with the additional requirements for SWIFT gpi 

members. 

 This module will have all the same features as the Standard Edition as well as the following: 

 Automatic formatting of tag 111 in the SWIFT Header to indicate gpi membership 

 The ability to customise the gpi tracker communication using MT199 messages 

If you are a SWIFT gpi member, or if you are planning to become a member, please contact Aqua 

Global as soon as possible so that we can customise the gpi implementation to suit your 

requirements. 
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